
It’s an Emoji kind of day, so….
1.  Open a Pages document.

2.   Type your name at the top

3.    In one sentence, name your current book, total # of pages, and where you stopped today.

4.    Now click control, command, space bar to bring up the emogi menu. Scroll through all of the
       categories:  Remember that you can hover over the emoji and it will tell you what it is!

Smilies and people
Animals and Nature
Food and Drink
Activity
Travel and Places
Objects
Symbols
Flags
Letterlike Symbols
Pictographs
Bullets & Stars
Technical Symbols
Signs and Standard Symbols

5.     Your assignment is to write AT LEAST 5 sentences about your current book using  
        10 DIFFERENT emojis 
        from the categories ON YOUR LAPTOP.  Your challenge is to use emojis from as 
        many different categories as possible, so you are NOT just putting in 10 different faces 
        from the same category.  I would START with the 5 sentences.  Just tell me what your book 
       is about and THEN search for the emojis to fit.

6.    HINT:  There is a SEARCH function within this menu at the VERY Top!  That should make it 
       a little easier.

7.    HINT:  As you are typing, always put an extra space or two BEFORE and AFTER the emoji!

8.    REQUEST:  Use Helvetica Size 18 font and 1.2 spacing. So if you type the whole thing first, go  
       back and select all of it, then change to Helvetica 18 and 1.2 Spacing.

9.    How do I turn this in? Send it as an emailed ATTACHMENT to me so I can print in color.

Turn over for my sample:



1. The 📖  I am currently reading is called Boys in the  " . 2. It’s the 
true story of ⓽ working-class college boys going to school at the 

University of Washington in 1936.  3. Despite punishing work-outs 
in ⛈ , ⚡ , and 💦 , several freshmen overcome all the odds to earn 

a spot on the 8-man "  team that travels by 🚢  to Berlin, ' . to 

represent (  in the Olympics. 4. The boys explore Berlin and take 
subtle stands against Hitler and the Nazi party. 5. On the day of the 
Olympic race, the (  team is at a serious disadvantage. 6. They 

have been placed in the worst lane, the weather is ⛈ , and one of 

their team members, Don Home, is seriously 🤒  . 7. Nevertheless, 

they step into the "  as a team. 8. Despite a difficult start because 

of tricks played by the '  officials, the teammates come from 

behind, pulling ahead of '  at the last second and winning the   

gold 🏅. 


